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h-cobordisms between simply connected 4-manifolds are studied. It is shown that most inertial 
h-cobordisms have a handle decomposition with one 2-handle and one 3-handle, and h-cobordisms 
between nondiffeomorphic manifolds have handle decompositions with the minimal number of 
handles consistent with a diffeomorphism between the stabilized ends. Also the number of distinct 
h-cobordisms between two fixed manifolds is described in terms of isomorphisms of their quadratic 
forms. These results are applied to Dolgachev surfaces and the Kummer surface using recent 
work of Donaldson, Friedman and Morgan, and Matumoto. 
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Introduction 
In this note we wish to study the structure of h-cobordisms between simply 
connected 4-manifolds in terms of the number of 2 and 3 handles in a handle 
decomposition, as well as to give criteria determining how many distinct (up to 
diffeomorphism) h-cobordisms there are between two given manifolds. We will give 
a few general results, and then see how they relate to the recent work of Donaldson 
[l], Friedman and Morgan [5], and Matumoto [9]. We call a cobordism inertial if 
the two boundary components are diffeomorphic. Recall that Wall [ 151 showed that 
if two simply connected 4-manifolds have isomorphic quadratic forms, then there 
is an h-cobordism between them. The standard argument for proving the h- 
cobordism theorem in higher dimensions shows that this h-cobordism can be built 
with k 2-handles and k 3-handles (and no handles of any other indices). As a 
shorthand notation we will call such an h-cobordism one with k 2-handles. For a 
given h-cobordism, the question arises as to what the minimal number k of 2-handles 
is which is necessary to build the h-cobordism. Note that if an h-cobordism is built 
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with k 2-handles, then Wall [ 151 has shown that there is a diffeomorphism between 
M # kS and N # kS, where # denotes connected sum and kS denotes the connected 
sum of k copies of the manifold S = S2 x S2. We prove a converse here. Assume 
that M and N have isomorphic quadratic forms (so there is an h-cobordism between 
M and N by Wall [ 151) and that there is a positive number k so that there is a 
diffeomorphism between M =# kS and N # kS (with the additional assumption that 
k is not 1 if M has definite form of rank greater than 8). Then we show every 
h-cobordism between M and N can be built with k 2-handles. We also show that 
every inertial h-cobordism which is not a product can be built with one 2-handle 
if the end does not have a definite form of rank >8 (and with 2 2-handles in this 
exceptional case). 
The results of Donaldson [l] and Friedman and Morgan [5] will be used to study 
h-cobordisms between various Dolgachev surfaces and X = P # 99, where P denotes 
the projective plane and Q denotes the same manifold with the opposite orientation. 
We show that an inertial h-cobordism from X is in fact a product and that any 
h-cobordism from X to a Dolgachev surface (or any h-cobordism between Dol- 
gachev surfaces) can be built with a single 2-handle. We also give an estimate on 
the number of nondiffeomorphic h-cobordisms connecting various manifolds. In 
particular, we show that there is a unique (up to diffeomorphism) h-cobordism 
between a Dolgachev surface and X. We will also show that there are an infinite 
number of h-cobordisms between any two Dolgachev surfaces, including the case 
where the two ends of the h-cobordism are diffeomorphic. We will also apply the 
results of Donaldson [3] and Matumoto [9] to show that for the Kummer surface 
K there is precisely one nonproduct inertial h-cobordism up to diffeomorphism. 
Moreover this h-cobordism is built with one 2-handle. 
1. Invertible cobordisms and isomorphisms of the quadratic form 
We will first prove some general results about invertible cobordisms between 
simply connected 4-manifolds and isomorphisms of their quadratic forms. All work 
will be done in the differentiable category, and all manifolds which occur will be 
assumed to be simply connected without further mention. As a contrast to the results 
presented here, one should note that Freedman [4] has shown that any simply 
connected h-cobordism is a product in the topological category. 
We are principally interested in facts about h-cobordisms between simply con- 
nected 4-manifolds up to diffeomorphism. However, it turns out to be better for 
technical reasons to study the closely related notion of an invertible cobordism. See 
Siebenmann [ 121 for a nice discussion of invertible cobordisms. We recall only the 
basic definitions. A cobordism is a 5-tuple c = ( W, M, N, i-, i,), where W is a 
manifold with 2 boundary components, W_ and W+, and i- : M + W_, i, : N + W+ 
are diffeomorphisms. Two such cobordisms are called equivalent if there is a 
diffeomorphism so that the obvious diagrams commute; we will identify equivalent 
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cobordisms without further mention as we are only interested in equivalence classes. 
There is an operation of addition of two cobordisms of the form c as above and 
d = ( V, N, P, j_, j+), which is denoted cd and is formed by juxtaposing the two 
cobordisms utilizing j_ and i, to glue them together. The trivial M-cobordism is 
(M x 1, M, M, ix 0, ix 1). A product M-cobordism is one of the form (M x Z, M, 
M, ix 0,fx l), wherefis a diffeomorphism of M. A cobordism c is called invertible 
if there is a d which is an inverse for c in that cd is a trivial M-cobordism and dc 
is a trivial N-cobordism. In this paper we will be interested in Sdimensional 
invertible cobordisms. The invertible cobordisms from M to N form a set IC( M, N) 
and the invertible cobordisms from M to M form a group IC(M). There is a 
subgroup of product cobordisms, which is isomorphic to concordance classes of 
diffeomorphisms of M under composition, Diff(M). For a 4-manifold M let its 
intersection form be denoted by Q(M) and let Isom(Q( N), Q(M)) denote the 
isomorphisms between the intersections forms for N and M. Let Aut( o( M)) denote 
the automorphisms of the intersection form for M. We will be regarding the form 
as defined on the second homology group. There is a map 
I: IC( M, N) + Isom( o( N), Q(M)) 
which is defined by I(c) = the isomorphism of the quadratic forms which is induced 
by the composition (i_)-‘ri,, where r : W + W- is the deformation retraction. One 
can check that I( cd) = I(c)l(d) when cd is defined. We are using here the fact that 
the Smanifold W underlying an invertible cobordism is an h-cobordism. The 
converse is also true in dimension 5 (cf. [13]); i.e. if W is an h-cobordism then c 
is invertible. Now Wall [15] has shown that I is surjective. Our first result is that I 
is a bijection. In the case when M = N so that both sides have a group structure Z 
is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 1. I : IC( M, N) + Isom( o( N), Q(M)) is a bijection. 
Proof. By the result of Wall quoted above we only have to show that I is injective. 
By utilizing the inverse of the invertible cobordism it suffices to consider the case 
when M = N, with Z(c) the trivial automorphism and then show that c is trivial. 
But Quinn [lo, Prop. 2.11 has recently shown that Z(c) trivial implies that the map 
s = (i_)-‘ri, is homotopic to the identity. Thus the cobordism determines an element 
of the smoothings of (M x I, M x 0, M x l), which is 0 by a standard surgery theory 
argument (cf. [ll; 7, Theorem 6.20; 10, Proposition 2.21). Thus the cobordism is 
equivalent to the trivial cobordism. 0 
Corollary 2. I : IC( M) + Aut( Q( M)) IS an isomorphism and its restriction to Diff( M), 
the orientation preserving difleomorphisms of M mod&o concordance (which is isomor- 
phic to the subgroup of product cobordisms of IC( M)), is an injection. 
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Corollary 3. Every automorphism of Q( M) is realizable by a diffeomorphism ifl every 
inertial invertible cobordism from M is a product. 
Now we note what this implies about the underlying h-cobordism W of c. There 
is an action of Diff (M) x Diff (N) on IC( M, N) which is given by (f, g) . ( W, M, 
N, i-, i,) = ( W, M, N, iPA i+g). It is a straightforward consequence of the definitions 
that the underlying h-cobordisms W, V of two invertible cobordisms c and d between 
M and N are diffeomorphic iff there exist (J; g) so that (f, g) + c = d. Thus Proposition 
1 yields the following corollary. 
Corollary 4. Suppose c and d are invertible cobordisms between M and N, with 
underlying h-cobordisms Wand V Then Wand V are difleomorphic iff I( c) = aI( d) 6, 
where a is induced by a diffeormorphism of M and b is induced by a difleomorphism 
of N. Thus the h-cobordisms between M and N correspond bijectively to the cosets of 
the image of Diff(M) x Diff( N) in Isom(Q( N), Q(M)). If Diff(M), regarded as a 
subgroup of Aut( M), is normal, then the diffeomorphism classes of inertial h-cobordisms 
from M are in 1-l correspondence with the quotient group Aut( Q( M))/Diff (M). If 
Diff(M) is isomorphic to Aut(Q(M)), th en there is a unique h-cobordism between M 
and any simply connected 4manifold with an isomorphic quadratic form. 
We next study the implications of Proposition 1 on the minimal number of handles 
necessary for a handle decomposition for an invertible cobordism. Recall that Wall 
[ 141 has shown that if M is a simply connected 4-manifold so that Q(M) is indefinite 
or is definite of rank less than or equal to 8, then every automorphism of M # S is 
realizable by a diffeomorphism. When Q(M) is definite, then Donaldson [2] has 
shown that it must have the standard form and Friedman and Morgan [5] have 
shown that if the rank is greater than 8 not all automorphisms are realized by 
diffeomorphisms for M # S. However, Wall [ 141 does show that for M # 2S all 
automorphisms of the form are realized by self diffeomorphisms. 
Suppose we are given an inertial invertible cobordism c, and let a = I(c). Suppose 
also that Q(M) is not definite of rank greater than 8. Let f denote the automorphism 
of the standard hyperbolic form H which interchanges the two generators (and 
which is induced by the diffeomorphism of S which sends (x, y) to (y, x)). Then 
a +f is an automorphism of Q(M # S) and so is induced by a diffeomorphism g 
of M # S. If we let 
Z = (M x 14 S2 x D3), where h denotes boundary connected sum, and form W = 
Z u gZ, d = ( W, M, M, i_, i,), where the inclusions are the standard ones, then 
I(d) = a. Thus d = c by Proposition 1, and so c has a handle decomposition with 
only one 2-handle, proving the first statement in Proposition 5 below. The second 
statement follows by an analogous argument. 
Proposition 5. Assume Q(M) is not de$nite of rank greater than 8. Every inertial 
invertible cobordism from M has a handle decomposition with one 2-handle and one 
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3-handle. If Q(M) is deJinite of rank greater than 8 then every inertial invertible 
cobordism from M has a handle decomposition with two 2-handles and two 3-handles. 
Note that if M = rP (or rQ) then Diff( M) + Aut( Q( M)) is an isomorphism and 
thus one can conclude that every inertial h-cobordism from M is a product by 
Corollary 4. Moreover, if M is h-cobordant to N, there is a unique h-cobordism 
between M and N. Thus the existence of an inertial h-cobordism from a 4-manifold 
N (or rank >8) which requires two 2-handles implies that N is homeomorphic to 
rP (or rQ) but not diffeomorphic to rP Since no such manifold is known at present, 
it remains quite possible that all inertial h-cobordisms can be built with one 2-handle. 
Now if there is an invertible cobordism between M and N with k 2-handles, 
Wall [ 151 has shown that M # kS is diffeomorphic to N # kS. One can easily adapt 
the argument for Proposition 5 to show that if we start with a diffeomorphism 
between N # kS and M # kS, as well as an invertible cobordism c from M to N 
(which must exist whenever Q(M) and Q(N) are isomorphic), then since Diff (M # 
kS) + Aut( Q( M # kS)) is an isomorphism for k > 0 (k > 1 in the definite case of 
rank greater than 8), we can adjust our given diffeomorphsim to g so that its induced 
automorphismisZ(c).ThusifweformZ=(MxZ~k(S2x03),andthenw=ZugZ, 
and form d as above using W, then c = d and so our invertible cobordism is written 
with k 2-handles. This proves the next proposition. 
Proposition 6. Suppose that c is an invertible cobordism between M and N and there 
is a difleomorphism between M # kS and N # kS for k > 0 (k > 1 if Q( M) is definite 
of rank greater than 8). Then c has a handle decomposition with k 2-handles and k 
3-handles. 
In [6] it was shown that if there is an s-cobordism W between two 4-manifolds 
M and N which was built with k 2-handles, then taking connected sum along the 
cobordism with k copies of S x I trivializes the cobordism, i.e. WJL k( S x I) is 
diffeomorphic to (M # kS) x I, where II denotes connected sum along the cobordism. 
Corollary 7. Suppose that W is an h-coborism between M and N and that there is a 
difleomorphism between M # kS and N # kS (with k> 1 tfQ(M) is definite of rank 
>8). Then Wlk(SxI) isdifleomorphicto (M#kS)xI (and (N#kS)xI). 
2. Applications to algebraic surfaces 
We now discuss the implications of these propositions toward the examples given 
by Donaldson [l] and Friedman and Morgan [5]. Let S( p, q) denote the Dolgachev 
surface obtained from X = P#9Q by doing two logarithmic transformations of 
relatively prime orders p, q > 1 on a particular elliptic fibration of X (cf. [S]). Then 
Friedman and Morgan have shown that no S( p, q) is diffeomorphic to X and there 
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are at most a finite number of them which are diffeomorphic to a fixed S(p, q). 
Wall’s work [15] implies that any two of these manifolds are invertibly cobordant 
to one another. Now by Mandelbaum [8] S( p, q) # S is diffeomorphic to X # S. 
Also Wall [14] has shown that every automorphism of Q(X) is realizable by a 
diffeomorphism. In contrast to that, Friedman and Morgan [5] have shown that the 
subgroup of automorphisms of Q( S( p, q)) which are realizable by diffeomorphisms 
is of infinite index. They have also proved an analogous fact for blown up Dolgachev 
surfaces. In contrast to Wall’s result for X, they have shown that for P # nQ, n > 9, 
the diffeomorphism group is of infinite index in the automorphism group. They 
have also shown that for any manifold homotopy equivalent to P # nQ, n > 9, the 
diffeomorphism group is a proper subgroup of the automorphism group. Combining 
these facts with the propositions above, we get the following result. 
Proposition 8. (a) Every inertial invertible cobordism from X is a product. 
(b) Any h-cobordism from X to a Dolgachev surface or an h-cobordism between 
Dolgachev surfaces can be built with one 2-handle. 
(c) For any Dolgachev surface D there is a unique (up to difleomorphism) h- 
cobordism between D and X. 
(d) There are an infinite number of distinct (up to dzyeomorphism) h-cobordisms 
between any two Dolgachev surfaces. 
(e) There are an injinite number of distinct (up to dzfleomorphism) h-cobordisms 
between any two blown up Dolgachev surfaces of the same rank. 
(f) If M = P # nQ, n > 9, then there are an infinite number of distinct (up to 
difleomorphism) inertial h-cobordisms from M. 
(g) If M is a simply connected oriented 4manifold homotopy equivalent lo P # nQ, 
n > 9, then there is a nontrivial inertial h-cobordism from M. 
Proof. Parts (a)-(c) follow immediately from the remarks above and the preceding 
propositions and corollaries. For part (d) we have to show that there are an infinite 
number of distinct cosets of Diff(M) x Diff( N) in Isom( Q( N), Q(M)), where M, IV 
represent Dolgachev surfaces. Now Q(N) and Q(M) can each be decomposed into 
E,OJ, where J may be represented by the matrix (y i) with respect to a basis a, b, 
where a represents the primitive element for which the fiber is a multiple (cf. [5]). 
Then Friedman and Morgan [5] show that any diffeomorphism of a Dolgachev 
surface must send a to *a. Suppose that automorphisms LY, p lie in the same coset 
of Diff(M) x Diff( N), so that a = f;‘pg,, for (f, g) in Diff( M) x Diff(N). Then if 
we write a(a)=g+ma+nb, and P(a)=h+pa+qb, then we claim n=*q. For 
CY = @3-% where v and ,u preserve a up to sign. Thus a( a) = *$?( 0) = 
~-a(h+pa+qb).Nowa(a)=~aimpliesthata(h)=h’+raanda(b)=h”+sa~b. 
Thus (Y(Q) = +(g + mu + qb), i.e. n = +q. Thus the number n (up to sign) in the 
decomposition a(a) = g + ma + nb is an invariant of the coset. Thus to show that 
there are an infinite number of cosets we have to produce an infinite number of 
isomorphisms of the form which take on different values of n. Note that we are 
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implicitly using an identification of the forms Q(M) and Q(N) in our notation 
above and thus identifying isomorphisms with their respective matrix representa- 
tions, and thus with automorphisms. In these terms consider the automorphisms 
given by sending x to x+ 2(y. x)y, where y = g + (;(u + 1))~ + ub, where u is a 
positive odd integer, and g represents an element in the E, part of the form for 
which g. g = -u - 1 (one can find such elements by using the fact that any positive 
integer can be written as the sum of four squares, for example). Note that y. y = -1 
and that the automorphism produced by the formula above sends a to 2ug+ 
(u2+ u + 1)~ + (2u’)b. Thus any value of n of the form 2u2 can be produced by 
varying u over the odd positive integers, and so there are an infinite number of 
double cosets. 
Part (e) follows by an analogous argument to that given for part (d) together with 
[5, Theorem 7A]. 
Part (f) follows from the proofs of Theorems 10A and 10’ in [5]. For these show 
that Diff (M) is a subgroup of infinite index in Aut( M) by showing that q,,,AM takes 
on an infinite number of distinct integral values of the P-cells, that Aut(M) acts 
transitively on the P-cells and that Diff(M) preserves the value of q,+,A, on the 
P-cells. Thus if we fix a P-cell P,, then the value of qMAM((u( PO)) will be constant 
on each coset of Diff (M) x Diff (M) in Aut( M) and will take on an infinite number 
of values, showing that there are an infinite number of cosets. 
Part (g) follows immediately from [5, Theorem 111, which says that Diff(M) is 
a proper subgroup of Aut(M) in this case. q 
Our final proposition concerns the Kummer surface K. Now Donaldson [3] has 
shown that every diffeomorphism of the Kummer surface must lie in an index 2 
subgroup and Matumoto [9] has shown that the index 2 subgroup 0, of automorph- 
isms which have the product of the determinant and the spinor norm equal to 1 is 
realized by diffeomorphisms. Thus Diff K is imbedded as an index 2 normal 
subgroup 0, of Aut( Q( K)). Note also that the results of Wall [ 141 imply that every 
automorphism of Q( K # S) is induced by a diffeomorphism of K # S. Thus the 
propositions of part 1 imply the following result. / 
Proposition 9. (a) There is a unique nonproduct inertial h-cobordism from K, and it 
is built with one 2-handle. 
(b) If L is kcobordant to K and if L is not diffeomorphic to K, there are at most 
two (up to difleomorphism) h-cobordisms between K and L. 
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